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UNIFORM APPROXIMATION BY RATIONAL MODULES

ON NOWHERE DENSE SETS

TAVAN TRENT AND JAMES LI-MING WANG

Abstract. We prove that the rational module ^t(X~ßt is always uniformly dense

in C(X) if the compact set X has no interior.

Let Ibea compact subset of the complex plane C. Let the module ty,(Xy$m be

the space

ft(Jf) + %(X)z +■■■ + <&(X)zm = {r0(z) + rx(z)z +■■■ +rm(z)zm},

where each r¡ is a rational function with poles off X. These modules arise naturally

in the study of rational approximation in Lipschitz norms and some other norms.

They have been treated by O'Farrell [2] and Wang [3], [4]. A basic question was

asked in [2] and [3]: Is <3l(X)$x dense in C(X) for all X without interior? The

purpose of this note is to show that the answer is yes.

We use the symbol 9 for the first order partial differential operator 9/9z and let

9 2 = 9 » 9. Lebesgue two-dimensional measure in C will be denoted by m.

Define K(z, cS) = (z — u)/(z — w) for z ^ w, K(z, z) = 0. Then K is a Borel

function on C X C, \K\ < 1 everywhere. If ¡i is a finite, compactly supported

measure on C, we define

/i(w) = jK(z, u>) dfi(z).

Clearly /ï e Lx(m). If ji is the Cauchy transform of u, then £(«) = zfi(u) -

w/2(w).

The following lemma supplies the main tool in studying approximation by

rational modules.

Lemma 1. Let f G C}2\ Then for all w G C,

f(.)=X-^2f(z).^dm(z).
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Proof.

f d2f(z) ■-^?- dm(z) - rrfio,)
Jq z — CO

= / 9 2f(z) ■ f^ dm(z) + f df(z) ■ —!— dm(z)
Jq Z  — CO Jq Z  — CO

= [d[df(z)-(z-ü)]-—!—dm(z)

= -7r9/(w) • (« — w) = 0.

Lemma 2. Let n be a measure on C with compact support. Let f G Cc(2). Then

ffdiL-^fdJ-ßdm.

Proof. Use Lemma 1 and Fubini's theorem.

Corollary. If /x is a measure on C with compact support such that ß = 0 a.e. (m),

then ¡x = 0.

Lemma 3. Let p be a measure on C with compact support. Then ß is continuous at

every point w G C such that ju({«}) = 0; in particular, ß is continuous except perhaps

on a countable set.

Proof. Let u„ -» <o. Then K(z, <o„) -> K(z, u>) for all z J= w. Thus K( ■, w„) -»

K(-, to) a.e. (it) and boundedly, provided fi({w}) = 0, so /!(«„) -* ß(u).

Lemma 4. Lei n be a measure on X. Then u ± ^(A^Ç, j/ a/u/ o/i/y if ß = 0 off X.

Proof. If u Î A-, * -» (J — w)/(z - w) is a function in 61(^)5,, so

//<:(z, w) ¿ii(z) = 0 whenever ju J. <&(Xypx.

If /I = 0 off X, then for any f = g + hz, where g and A are holomorphic in a

neighborhood £/ of X, we can choose <j> G Cc(2)( Í/) such that <j> = 1 in a neighbor-

hood of A1. Then

jfdp = J7* ¿it = ̂ /â2(/«Î»)   ßdm=^f d2(f<b) ■ ß dm

= - fd2f-ßdm=0,
IT JX

since 9 *f = 0 on X.

Theorem. Let X be a compact set with no interior. Then %(Xypx is dense in C(X).

Proof. If p ± <iSl(X)$x, then jâ = 0 in C \ X by Lemma 4, hence ß = 0 on X \ S

where 5 is at most countable, by Lemma 3, so ¡i = 0 by the corollary to Lemma 2.

Davie's theorem in [1] asserts that for any compact set Y with boundary X, C(X)

is the closed linear span of $l(X) and A(Y), the algebra of all continuous functions

on Y which are analytic on the interior of Y. We may strengthen this result as in

the following corollary. We put <3i(Xy = {(/„)": fG<5l(X)}. Obviously <&(XYg

A(Y).
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Corollary. Let X be a compact set with no interior. Then C(X) is the closed

linear span of <$L(X) and <3l(Xy.

Proof.

H -L <3l(X)lpl **fi± <&,(X) and ß ± «H(Jf )       (see [2] or [3])

<=>#» -L $L(x) + &(xy.

The method in this note can be applied to other types of rational modules. The

result will appear elsewhere.

We are grateful to A. Browder for his comments.
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